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PURPOSE. KC7F2 is a novel molecule compound that can inhibit the translation of hypoxia-
inducible factor 1α (HIF1α). It has been reported to exhibit potential antiangiogenic
effect. We hypothesized that KC7F2 could inhibit oxygen-induced retinal neovasculariza-
tion (RNV). The purpose of this study was to investigate this assumption.

METHODS. Oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) models in C57BL/6J mice and Sprague-
Dawley rats were used for in vivo study. After intraperitoneal injections of KC7F2, RNV
was detected by immunofluorescence and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Retinal inflam-
mation was explored by immunofluorescence. EdU incorporation assay, cell counting
kit-8 assay, scratch test, transwell assay, and Matrigel assay were used to evaluate the
effect of KC7F2 on the proliferation, migration and tube formation of human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) induced by vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in
vitro. Protein expression was examined by Western blot.

RESULTS. KC7F2 treatment (10 mg/kg/d) in OIR mice significantly attenuated pathologi-
cal neovascularization and decreased the number of preretinal neovascular cell nuclei,
without changing the avascular area, which showed the same trends in OIR rats. Consis-
tently, after the KC7F2 intervention (10 μM), cell proliferation was inhibited in VEGF-
induced HUVEC, which was in agreement with the trend observed in the retinas of OIR
mice. Meanwhile, KC7F2 suppressed VEGF-induced HUVEC migration and tube forma-
tion, and decreased the density of leukocytes and microglia colocalizing neovascular
areas in the retinas. Moreover, the HIF1α–VEGF pathway activated in retinas of OIR mice
and hypoxia-induced HUVEC, was suppressed by KC7F2 treatment.

CONCLUSIONS. The current study revealed that KC7F2 was able to inhibit RNV effectively
via HIF1α–VEGF pathway, suggesting that it might be an effective drug for RNV treatment.

Keywords: KC7F2, HIF1α inhibitor, retinal neovascularization, retinopathy of prematurity,
HIF1α-VEGF pathway

Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a leading cause of
blinding eye diseases in children.1,2 An epidemiological

study found that ROP occurred in 31.9% of preterm infants
with gestational age of less than 32 weeks, 19.0% of which
needed treatment.3 Retinal neovascularization (RNV) is one
of the principal pathological features in ROP,4,5 which is
defined as a state where new pathologic vessels from exist-
ing capillaries in the retina usually breach the internal limit-
ing membrane of the retina and grow into the vitreous.6 RNV
is prone to exudation, hemorrhage, and fibrosis, resulting
in vitreous hemorrhage and tractional retinal detachment,
ultimately causing visual impairment and even blindness.7

Therefore, the inhibition of RNV is of great significance for
ROP treatment.

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a key regu-
latory factor of physiological and pathological retinal angio-
genesis.8 Intravitreal injection of anti-VEGF agents is one
of the major modalities for RNV-associated diseases treat-
ment.9–11 However, to acquire better therapeutic effects,
most patients require multiple injections, which increases

the risk of injecting complications such as postoperative
intraocular hypertension12 and retinal detachment.13 More-
over, because VEGF has neuroprotective and neurotrophic
effects in retina, the treatment of anti-VEGF may lead to reti-
nal neurodegeneration and decreased visual function.14,15

Considering these issues, it is necessary to explore new
and safer therapies to control pathological angiogenesis in
retinopathy.

Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF1) is known as a heterodi-
meric protein complex, which consists of an oxygen depen-
dent α subunit and a constitutively expressed β unit.16 Under
normoxia, HIF1α is hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylases and
degraded, whereas with hypoxia, the inhibited activity of
prolyl hydroxylases results in stabilization of HIF1α, which
translocates into the nucleus, binds to HIF1β, then initiates
the transcription of angiogenic factors (e.g., VEGF, angiopoi-
etin 2).17 Substantial evidence indicates that the accumula-
tion of HIF1α in hypoxic retina contributes to the formation
of RNV.7,18–20 Thus, the inhibition of HIF1α might be a valu-
able therapeutic strategy for the treatment of ROP.
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KC7F2, a small-molecule compound with a central struc-
ture of cystamine, presents the ability of inhibiting HIF1α
translation, which is likely caused by a decrease in the phos-
phorylation of translational repressor eIF4E binding protein
and the ribosomal kinase S6K.21 Initially, KC7F2 was devel-
oped as a cancer treatment. This antitumor effect of KC7F2
effectively targeted rapidly proliferating tumor cells, which
resulted in deprivation of oxygen, causing hypoxia.21,22

Previous studies have found that KC7F2 could inhibit angio-
genesis and tumor cell invasion in a variety of malignant
tumors, such as osteosarcoma and breast cancer.23,24 To date,
there has been little evidence that KC7F2 has a therapeu-
tic effect on RNV, and its underlying molecular mechanisms
need to be elucidated.

This study aimed to test the hypothesis that KC7F2
could inhibit RNV and explore the potential mechanisms,
using rodent oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) models and
human umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC) treated with
VEGF or hypoxia.

METHODS

Reagents

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium/nutrient mixture F12
medium, fetal bovine serum, PBS solution, 0.25% trypsin
EDTA solution, and penicillin/streptomycin solution were
purchased from Gibco BRL (Grand Island, NY). We
purchased 4ʹ,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (#C1006) was
purchased from Beyotime Biotechnology (Shanghai, China).
The antibodies used in this study are listed in Supplementary
Table S1 and S2.

KC7F2 Administration

KC7F2 was purchased from Selleck Chemicals (Houston, TX,
#S7946), dissolved by dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma, St Louis,
MO). For in vitro experiments, mother solution was freshly
dilated to 10 μM with culture medium (dimethyl sulfox-
ide <0.1%), which did not affect the viability of HUVEC
in preliminary experiments. For in vivo experiments, work-
ing solution was freshly made using PBS solution at a final
concentration of 0.5% dimethyl sulfoxide, and intraperi-
toneally injected into mice (10 mg/kg/d) from postnatal day
12 (P12) to P17, which was referred to a previous study.25

The doses for the rats (7 mg/kg/d, from P14 to P18) can
be converted from the mouse dose according to the body
surface area formula.

Rodent OIR Models

C57BL/6J mice and Sprague–Dawley rats were obtained
from the Animal Laboratory of Zhongshan Ophthalmic
Center (Guangzhou, China). OIR experiments were
performed as previously described.26,27 Details of OIR
models were provided in the Supplementary Figure 1A and
1B. To account for possible litter-specific differences, each
experimental group obtained from at least three different
litters and the number of pups per litter was controlled (6–8
mice per litter, 12–14 rats per litter). All animal experiments
complied with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals
in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center.

Immunofluorescence Assay

Immunofluorescent staining of whole retinal mounts, frozen
sections, and HUVEC was performed as described previ-
ously.28,29 All fluorescence images were taken using confo-
cal laser scanning microscopy (LSM880, Carl Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). For whole retinal mounts, six retinas were
analyzed per experimental group and the extent of neovas-
cular or avascular area were expressed as the percentage of
the number of pixels in the neovascular tuft area/ avascular
area relative to the number of pixels in the total retinal area.
For frozen sections, six fields of view (at ×400 magnifica-
tion) on each section were observed. Three sections were
assessed from one eye per animal and at least six animals
were used for each group. To minimize subjective bias, the
quantitations of the neovascular and avascular areas and
positive cells were conducted in a masked fashion by two
experienced investigators not involved in the experimental
design. Disagreements were determined by a third person
after careful assessment.

Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) Staining

The eyeballs in each group of mice were enucleated to
make paraffin sections. HE staining was applied as described
previously.28 Sections were imaged using a light microscope
(Leica, Frankfurt, Germany) to measure the number of vitre-
oretinal neovascular cells nuclei. A quantitative approach to
HE staining kept consistent with what was detailed else-
where in this article for the quantitation of the frozen
sections.

HUVEC Culture and Treatment

HUVECs purchased from FuHeng Biology (Shanghai, China)
were a pool derived from three donors, which were authen-
ticated by short tandem repeat profiling. The cells were fed
by Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium/F12 with 10% fetal
bovine serum, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin and main-
tained at 37˚C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and
95% air.

The interventions to HUVEC included two parts, namely,
VEGF treatment and hypoxia treatment. Referring to the
pervious study,30 human recombinant VEGF165 protein
(R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, #293-VE-010/CF) was
added to a final concentration of 10 ng/mL for cell treat-
ment. For VEGF stimulation test, HUVEC were divided into
four groups: (i) control, HUVEC cultured in Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle medium/F1 with 10% fetal bovine serum; (ii)
KC7F2, HUVEC treated 10 μM KC7F2 for 12 hours; (iii)
VEGF, HUVEC treated 10 ng/mL VEGF for 12 hours; and
(iv) VEGF + KC7F2, HUVEC treated with 10 μM KC7F2
and 10 ng/mL VEGF for 12 hours. For hypoxic stimula-
tion test, HUVEC were divided into four groups: (i) control
and (ii) KC7F2 were described elsewhere in this article; (iii)
hypoxia, HUVEC cultured in a hypoxic incubator (Hua Yi
Ning Chuang, Ningbo, China) adjusted to 1% O2 for 12 hours;
and (iv) hypoxia + KC7F2, on the basis of the hypoxia group,
HUVEC treated with 10 μM KC7F2.

Cell Viability and Proliferation Assay

Cell counting kit-8 (CCK8, GLPBIO, Montclair, CA,
#GK10001) assay was used to determine cell viability.
HUVEC were seeded into 96-well plates at 5 × 103 per well
for 12 hours. After being processed as described elsewhere
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in this article, subsequent procedures were performed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

An EdU incorporation assay (Click-iT EdU Imaging Kits,
Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, #C10338) was used to assess cell
proliferation. HUVEC were incubated with EdU for 2 hours,
and stained according to the manufacturer instructions. All
fluorescence images were taken using confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy (LSM880, Carl Zeiss).

Migration Assay

For scratch assays, HUVEC were seeded into a six-well plate.
A straight line was drawn to create a uniform scratch with
a 1-mL pipette tip. After change with fresh media, cells
were incubated continuously for 12 hours. Transwell assays
were performed as described previously (Corning, Corning,
NY, #3464).29 Three fields of vision were randomly selected
using Leica microscopy.

HUVEC Tube Formation Assay

The 96-well plate was precoated with 60 μL of Matrigel
(Corning, #354277). When the Matrigel solidified, we added
1 × 104 of a single cell suspension on top of the Matrigel to
each well. After 8 hours, three fields of vision were randomly
selected using Leica microscopy.

Protein Extraction and Western Blot Analysis

Tissue and cell protein were extracted using a radioimmuno-
precipitation assay containing protease inhibitors. After
determining protein concentration by the BCA method,
Western blot was performed as described elsewhere.28

Finally, protein bands were visualized by an enhanced
chemiluminescence system (Millipore, Burlington, MA). The
pools of tissue protein were prepared by mixing six retinas
from different mice. All experiments were repeated three
times.

Statistical Analysis

All measurements were performed in a blinded manner. All
the data were presented as mean ± SEM. The differences
between two groups were analyzed by unpaired, two-tailed

t-test. When there were more than two groups, one-way
ANOVA were performed. P values of less than 0.05 were
considered significant (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P <

0.001). GraphPad prism (Version 7.0; GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA) was used to conduct all statistical analyses.

RESULTS

KC7F2 Attenuated Pathological RNV in OIR
Models

To investigate the retinal vessels, whole-mounted retinas
were immunofluorescence stained with CD31 (Figs. 1A, 2A,
upper image), and higher magnification images were shown
(Figs. 1A, 2A, lower image). Unlike the normal retinal vascu-
lature in control group, neovascular (filled with yellow)
and avascular areas (outlined with white lines) could be
observed in retinas of rodent OIR models. After the KC7F2
intervention, retinal neovascular area was reduced in rat OIR
model (Fig. 1B) and mouse OIR model (Fig. 2D), while avas-
cular area did not change in either the rat or mouse OIR
models (Figs. 1C, 2E). Similar results were shown in CD31
staining of frozen sections (Figs. 2C, G). To further iden-
tify the antiangiogenic effect of KC7F2, HE-stained paraffin
sections were performed to count neovascular cell nuclei
anterior to the internal limiting membrane (Fig. 2B). Results
showed that the number of neovascular cell nuclei anterior
to the internal limiting membrane in the OIR + KC7F2 group
was less than that in OIR group (Fig. 2F). All these results
revealed that KC7F2 attenuated pathological RNV in rodent
OIR models, but did not affect physiologic retinal revascu-
larization.

KC7F2 Inhibited Increased Endothelial Cell
Proliferation But Did Not Affect Apoptosis

To determine an appropriate concentration of KC7F2 for
cell experiment, a CCK8 assay was used for the analysis
of cytotoxicity. HUVEC were treated with different concen-
trations of KC7F2 (0, 0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100 μM) for 24
hours (Fig. 3A). The results showed that KC7F2 at concen-
tration of 10 μM was not cytotoxic, which was used in all

FIGURE 1. The effect of KC7F2 on pathological RNV in retina of OIR rats. (A, Upper image) Retinas of rats from control group, KC7F2
group, OIR group and OIR+KC7F2 group were harvested at P18 and subjected to whole-mount immunostaining with CD31 (red), showing
neovascular areas (filled with yellow) and avascular areas (outlined with white lines). Scale bar, 1 mm. (A, Lower image) The high power
images from each group were shown. Scale bar, 300 μm. (B) Neovascular areas and (C) avascular areas were quantified (n = 12). The graphs
are presented as mean ± SEM. ***P < 0.001; ns, no statistical significance. CON, control.
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FIGURE 2. The effect of KC7F2 on pathological RNV in OIR mice retina. (A, Upper image) Mice retinas from the control group, KC7F2
group, OIR group, and OIR+KC7F2 group were harvested at P17 and subjected to whole-mount immunostaining with CD31 (red), show-
ing neovascular areas (filled with yellow) and avascular areas (outlined with white lines). Scale bar, 500 μm. (A, Lower image) The high
power images from each group were shown. Scale bar, 100 μm. (D) Neovascular areas and (E) avascular areas were quantified (n = 6).
(B) Neovascular cell nuclei anterior to internal limiting membrane (ILM) represented extent of RNV. The arrows denote neovascular
tufts. Scale bar, 50 μm. (F) Quantification of the neovascular cell nuclei anterior to the ILM in OIR group and OIR+KC7F2 group at P17
(n= 9). (C) Representative image of immunofluorescent staining with CD31 (red) in each group. The nuclei were stained with 4ʹ,6-Diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (G) Quantification of CD31-positive cells nuclei in each group at P17 (n = 9). The graphs
are presented as mean ± SEM. GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. CON,
control; ns, no statistical significance.
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FIGURE 3. The effect of KC7F2 on cell proliferation in VEGF-induced HUVEC. (A) Cytotoxicity analysis via the CCK8 assay. HUVEC were
treated with different concentrations of KC7F2 (0, 0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100 μM) for 24 h. The control group was set at 1.0. (B) The effect of
KC7F2 on VEGF-induced cytotoxicity of HUVEC was measured by CCK8 assay. The control group was set at 1.0. (C) Representative image
of EdU incorporation assay in each group. EdU staining (red) showed the effects of 10 μM KC7F2 on VEGF-induced proliferation of HUVEC.
Scale bar, 50 μm. (D) Percentage of EdU-positive cells was quantified. (E) Western blot showed the expression of PCNA, Bax and Caspase-3
in each group. GAPDH served as the loading control. (F–H) The histogram showed the densitometric analysis of the average levels of PCNA,
Bax, and Caspase-3 to GAPDH. The graphs are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P <

0.001, CON, control; ns, no statistical significance.
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FIGURE 4. The effect of KC7F2 on endothelial cell proliferation in OIR mice retina. (A) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining
with CD31 (red) and Ki67 (green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with 4ʹ,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm.
(C) Quantification of the Ki67-positive cells in the neovascularized areas (n = 6). (B) Western blot showed the expression of PCNA, Bax,
and Caspase-3 in each group. GAPDH served as the loading control. (D–F) The histogram showed the densitometric analysis of the average
levels of PCNA, Bax, and Caspase-3 to GAPDH (n = 3). The graphs are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. CON,
control; ns, no statistical significance.
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FIGURE 5. The effect of KC7F2 on migration and tube formation in VEGF-induced HUVEC. (A) Representative photomicrographs of scratch
assay in each group for 0 and 12hours. Scale bar, 1 mm. (D) Wound healing (percent closure) was quantified. (B) Representative photomi-
crographs of transwell migration assay in each group. Scale bar, 1 mm. (E) Number of HUVEC was counted on the lower surface of the
transwell membrane in each group. (C) Representative photomicrographs of HUVEC tube formation assay in each group. Scale bar, 1 mm.
(F) Number of branches in each group were quantified. The graphs are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. *P <

0.05; ***P < 0.001. CON, control.

subsequent in vitro experiments. In a CCK8 cell proliferation
assay, KC7F2 treatment inhibited cell proliferation in VEGF-
induced HUVEC and did not affect that in the control group
(Fig. 3B). Similar results were showed in EdU incorporation
assay (Figs. 3C, D). To further confirm this result, a Western
blot was conducted to measure the expression of prolifer-
ating cell nuclear antigens (PCNAs) (Fig. 3E), a marker of
cell proliferation. The results showed that PCNA expression
increased in VEGF group, and this trend was suppressed by
KC7F2 treatment (Fig. 3F). These results revealed that KC7F2
inhibited VEGF-induced endothelial cell proliferation.

Next, we investigated the effect of KC7F2 on endothelial
cell proliferation in OIR mice retina. As shown in Figure 4A,
the density of Ki67+/CD31+ cells colocalizing neovascular
areas in the retina of OIR group was higher compared with
the OIR + KC7F2 group (Fig. 4C). Western blot (Fig. 4B)
showed that the level of PCNA expression increased in OIR
group, and this trend was suppressed by KC7F2 treatment
(Fig. 4D). Meanwhile, KC7F2 treatment did not decrease the
level of PCNA protein in normoxia-treated mice, indicating
that KC7F2 did not affect physiologic retinal endothelial cell
proliferation. These results suggested that KC7F2 especially
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FIGURE 6. The effect of KC7F2 on inflammatory in OIR mice retina. (A) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining with CD31
(red) and CD45 (green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with 4ʹ,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm.
(D) Quantification of the CD45-positive cells in the neovascularized areas (n = 6). (B) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining
with CD31 (red) and Iba1 (green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (E) Quantification of the
Iba1-positive cells in the neovascularized areas (n = 6). (G) Quantification of ameboid-like microglia cells (n = 6). (H) Quantification of
dendritic-like microglia cells (n = 6). (C) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining with CD31 (red) and CD68 (green) in each
group. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (F) Quantification of the CD68-positive cells in the neovascularized areas
(n = 6). The graphs are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

inhibited increased endothelial cell proliferation in retina of
OIR mice.

Notably, endothelial cell apoptosis is associated with
RNV.31 We detected the expression of apoptotic-related
proteins, Bax and Caspase-3, in the retinas of mice and
HUVEC. Except for the decreased expression of Caspase-3 in
normal HUVECs treated with KC7F2, the results showed that
KC7F2 did not significantly affect the expression of Bax and
Caspase-3 (Figs. 3G–H, 4E–F). Summarizing, KC7F2 inhibited
increased endothelial cell proliferation, but did not affect
apoptosis.

KC7F2 Inhibited Migration and Tube Formation
in VEGF-Induced HUVEC

Scratch and transwell assays were performed to deter-
mine whether cell migration was modified by KC7F2. As
presented in Fig. 5A, the migratory responses in VEGF-
treated HUVEC were markedly increased compared with
untreated HUVEC, whereas KC7F2 inhibited this VEGF-

induced migratory response (Fig. 5D). Transwell assays
showed the same trend as scratch assays (Figs. 5B, E). The
effect of KC7F2 on the tube formation ability of HUVEC
was determined in a tube formation assay (Fig. 5C). The
results revealed that KC7F2 significantly decreased VEGF-
induced HUVEC tube formation performed by counting
branch points (Fig. 5F). Overall, KC7F2 exerted an inhibitory
effect on the migration and tube formation ability of VEGF-
induced HUVEC.

KC7F2 Decreased Retinal Inflammation in OIR
Mice

It is widely recognized that vascular inflammation is closely
linked to neovascularization.32 Therefore, we investigated
inflammatory cells on the neovascular areas in the reti-
nas of the OIR group. Immunofluorescence results showed
that CD45-positive leukocytes and Iba1-positive microglia
were found to colocalize with CD31+ RNV (Figs. 6A-B).
After KC7F2 intervention, the density of leukocytes and
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FIGURE 7. The effect of KC7F2 on HIF1α-VEGF pathway in vivo and in vitro. (A) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining with
VEGF (red) and HIF1α (green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with 4ʹ,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm.
(C, D) The histogram showed mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of HIF1α, VEGF (n = 6). (B) Representative images of immunofluorescent
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staining with CD31 (red) and HIF1α (green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (E) Number of
HIF1α/CD31-positive cells was quantified (n = 6). (G) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining with CD31 (red) and VEGF
(green) in each group. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (F) Number of VEGF/CD31-positive cells was quantified
(n = 6). (H) Western blot showed the expression of HIF1α, VEGF in each group. (J, K) The histogram showed the densitometric analysis of
the average levels of HIF1α, VEGF to GAPDH. (I) Western blot showed the expression of HIF1α, VEGF in each group. (L, M) The histogram
showed the densitometric analysis of the average levels of HIF1α, VEGF to GAPDH. The graphs are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05;
**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

microglia colocalizing on the neovascular areas decreased
significantly (Figs. 6D, E). The morphology of microglia
could change from a dendritic morphology to an amoeboid
morphology when activated.33 The density of dendritic and
ameboid microglia in the neovascular area were counted
separately based on the same statistical approach in our
previous work.34 We found that the density of dendritic
and ameboid microglia in neovascular area both decreased
in the OIR + KC7F2 group (Figs. 6G-H). Meanwhile, we
added immunofluorescent staining with CD68 (Fig. 6C), a
marker for activated microglia and macrophages.35 Results
showed that the density of CD68 colocalizing on the
neovascular areas decreased significantly in the OIR +
KC7F2 group (Fig. 6F). These results suggested that
KC7F2 treatment decreased retinal inflammation in OIR
mice.

KC7F2 Inhibited the HIF1α-VEGF Pathway In
Vivo and In Vitro

HIF1α–VEGF signaling is a critical regulator of pathologic
RNV. To determine the effect of KC7F2 on the expression
levels of HIF1α and VEGF in vitro, HUVEC were subjected
to hypoxia (1% O2) for 12 hours. Immunofluorescent stain-
ing (Fig. 7A) showed that the fluorescence of HIF1α and
VEGF was relatively weak in normoxic HUVEC, regardless
of KC7F2 treatment. But it was strongly enhanced under
hypoxic conditions, then diminished by KC7F2 intervention
(Figs. 7C, D). As shown in Figure 7H, Western blot showed
that KC7F2 did not affect physiological HIF1α and VEGF
expression in HUVEC in the control group and validated the
effect of KC7F2 inhibiting HIF1α-VEGF pathway activation
in hypoxia-induced HUVEC (Figs. 7J, L).

Next, we further investigated the impact of KC7F2 on the
HIF1α-VEGF signaling pathway in OIR mice. A Western blot
analysis (Fig. 7I) and immunofluorescent staining (Figs. 7B,
G) were used to detect the expression of HIF1α-VEGF in
the retina of different groups. HIF1α and VEGF, colocaliz-
ing with CD31+ endothelial cells, were significantly upreg-
ulated in the OIR group and downregulated by the KC7F2
intervention compared with OIR group (Figs. 7E, F, K, M). No
significant differences in HIF1α and VEGF expression were
observed between control group and KC7F2 group (Fig. 7K).
Taken together, KC7F2 inhibited the HIF1α-VEGF pathway
in vivo and in vitro, and this inhibition effect was absent in
normoxic environment.

DISCUSSION

As a neovascular retinal disease, the pathogenesis of ROP
has not been elucidated fully.4 Studies have confirmed that
oxygen plays a pivotal role in the formation of RNV in
ROP.5,7 Based on this finding, the mouse OIR model is
widely accepted for the study of ROP.36 However, there are
limitations to this model. The mouse OIR model is a vascu-
lar wound healing model where the central retinal vessels

are obliterated.36 This model differs from pathological mech-
anism of ROP, where the peripheral retinal vessels fail to
develop.4 Nonperfused zones were presented in the periph-
eral retina in the rat ROP model developed by Penn et
al.,27 which is similar to the ROP and selected for additional
experimentation. In this study, we injected KC7F2 intraperi-
toneally in the rodent OIR models, finding that RNV was
suppressed significantly. Consistent with our study, previous
studies have found that KC7F2 could inhibit angiogenesis in
colorectal cancer37 and attenuate the remodeling of aorta in
mice exposed to intermittent hypoxia.25 Of note, KC7F2 had
no significant effect on the size of avascular areas, suggest-
ing that this antiangiogenic effect targeted only abnormal
neovascularization, rather than the repair of normal retinal
vasculature.

Next, we explored the specific mechanism underlying the
antiangiogenic effects of KC7F2. The process of neovascular-
ization depends on the proliferation of vascular endothelial
cells.38 Our findings revealed that KC7F2 inhibited increased
cell proliferation in VEGF-induced HUVEC and attenuated
pathological RNV in OIR mice by inhibiting the prolifer-
ation of endothelial cells in the neovascular areas. Also,
preventing endothelial cell from undergoing apoptosis can
decrease capillary loss and subsequent neovascularization.31

However, the results showed that KC7F2 had no effect on
the apoptosis of endothelial cells. Biological functions of
endothelial cells, such as tube formation and migration,
also play an important role in RNV.5 Our results suggested
that KC7F2 suppressed the migration and tube forma-
tion of endothelial cells, which could further explain the
antiangiogenic effect of KC7F2. However, HUVEC derived
from a macrovascular bed are different from microvascu-
lar endothelial cells.39 It should be noted that it must be
cautious to extend the conclusion from HUVEC to retinal
microvascular endothelial cells.

Inflammation is often accompanied by neovasculariza-
tion, and they influence and promote each other.32,40

On the one hand, there are abundant inflammatory cell
infiltration in the retina of ROP (e.g., leukocytes41 and
microglia42). Inflammatory factors secreted by inflamma-
tory cells can act on vascular endothelium and partici-
pate in pathological RNV.43 On the other hand, pathologi-
cal RNV lacks an intact blood–retinal barrier, which leads
to plasma extravasations and tissue edema, further exac-
erbating inflammation of the retina.44 As a component of
inflammatory responses, knockout of HIF1α in macrophages
and neutrophils inhibited glycolysis, leading to an attenu-
ated inflammatory response.45 This finding might suggest
that HIF1α inhibitors have the ability to inhibit inflamma-
tion. Recent studies provided evidence that KC7F2 decreased
the inflammatory response in human monocytic cells46 and
microglial cells.47 In the present study, our results showed
that KC7F2 significantly decreased the density of leuko-
cytes and microglia in the neovascular areas of OIR mice
retina. These results suggested that KC7F2 had potential
anti-inflammatory effect on retinas, which may be a comple-
mentary mechanism of inhibiting RNV.
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The HIF1α–VEGF pathway is directly related to the patho-
genesis of ROP.8 HIF1α is a major transcriptional factor in
adaptive responses to hypoxia, which upregulates several
proangiogenic growth factors including VEGF, such as
angiopoietin 2, vascular endothelial–protein tyrosine phos-
phatase, stromal-derived growth factor, placental growth
factor.7 VEGF, in combination with angiopoietin 2 and vascu-
lar endothelial–protein tyrosine phosphatase, causes the
sprouting of new vessels,48 acting together with stromal-
derived growth factor and placental growth factor to recruit
bone marrow–derived cells, which provide paracrine stim-
ulation.49 A previous study reported that intravitreal injec-
tions of adenovirus vector overexpressing HIF1α elicited
a strong increase in RNV,50,51 indicating that HIF1α held
a critical position in the formation of RNV. Furthermore,
mice with conditional deletion of HIF1α in astrocytes
exhibited decreased RNV,52 and targeting HIF1α decreased
hypoxic-induced cone degeneration and prevented subreti-
nal neovascularization.53 Hence, we speculate that HIF1α
is an attractive target for pathological RNV therapy, which
has its own features compared with anti-VEGF therapy. This
study focused on KC7F2, a small molecule compound that
can inhibit the translation of HIF1α. Our research confirmed
that KC7F2 significantly decreased expression of HIF1α and
VEGF in endothelial cells both in vitro and in vivo. It can be
inferred that KC7F2 exerts its antiangiogenic effect mainly
via HIF1α-VEGF pathway.

It is worth noting that HIF1α not only affects the devel-
opment of physiological retinal vessels, but also plays a role
in cell metabolism, immune response, and other physiologi-
cal processes.16,54 The embryonic lethal phenotype of HIF1α
knock-out mice (HIF1α–/–)55 indicated that HIF-target ther-
apy had potential safety issues, which was the focus of our
investigation. In this study, the KC7F2 therapeutic control
groups were set up to evaluate the safety of KC7F2 treatment.
The pups treated with KC7F2 showed no decrease in body
weight (Supplementary Fig. S1C, D), with no abnormal find-
ings in retinal morphology. And KC7F2 did not impair the
proliferation, migration, or tube formation ability of HUVEC
in normoxic environments. No marked toxicities or adverse
effects were observed in vitro or in vivo. According to the
literature, HIF1α can be inactivated safely in cones, rods,56,57

and HIF1α knockdown in the peripheral retina,58 Müller
cells,59 and astrocytes,52 did not exhibit abnormal retinal
architecture. However, Caprara et al.58 found that HIF1α
was required for the formation of the intermediate plexus
in retina. Those potential risks of HIF1α-targeted therapies
might be derived from downregulated HIF1α expression,
which could not meet basic physiological requirements.
Notably, our study found that KC7F2 did not decrease physi-
ological HIF1α expression in normal retina, which suggested
that KC7F2 might be a safer and milder treatment. However,
considering that preterm infants are different from adults,
the safety of KC7F2 and the role of HIF1α in retinal devel-
opment were needed to be explored further.

In conclusion, our current study exhibited that KC7F2
could attenuate RNV and inflammatory responses, possibly
via inhibiting HIF1α and VEGF signaling pathway. These
results suggested that KC7F2 might be considered as a
potent drug for the treatment of ROP.
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